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Smart technologies and screen use increase, especially for screen-reading and 
its use in educational reasons. It is helpful and up to date for nowadays 
people. But perception from the screen is different comparing to perception of 
printed materials. Technologies development is faster than people adaptation 
to the new conditions. According to research, it brings up some different 
problems, especially in vision and ocular health, that affect people life quality 
and can increase problems in the future. There is a need for the solution. It is 
believed, well-formatted e-materials could improve users reading comfort and 
vision health, that can be followed by educational and life quality increase. 
One of the possible solutions is the e-material formatting application. That can 
improve the comfort of using e-material in learning and study process and 
decrease near workload. And the goal could be reached by adapting text 
formatting for individual needs in addition. Formatting recommendations 
would be based on user habits research, vision conditions, symptoms and 
refraction changes research from practice, and on developed recommendations 
for user-centric and adaptive educational e-material creation and formatting. 
In this paper, the detailed concept for the application prototype is shown. 
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1. Introduction 
Near work is the work that involves focusing your eyes on a nearby object as the activities done at a short 
working distance, such as reading, studying (doing homework, writing), computer use, playing video games, 
or watching TV, etc. all at distance closer than 2m. [1; 2; 3; 4] A big near-work load is a near work for a 
prolonged period of time. [5] Due to the high visual demands of all near work, especially viewing texts and 
images, reading, learning both print media and computer screen, are making effects on vision. [2; 6; 7; 8] It 
has been considered to be a potential cause to myopia development what is one of the biggest nowadays 
problems. [9; 10]  
All digital devices are a big part of every person’s life in the nowadays technological era. The smart devices 
use increase as everybody finds them useful on a daily base for solving different problems and spending free 
time. According to statistical data, at least 51% worldwide population uses the internet and digital devices to 
provide it. [11] That increase near workload and effect on eyes and vision system. 
As it is known, reading from printed materials and screen is different. Reading research shown that screen 
reading is much difficulty [12] and readers need to use different reading model. [13] People vision system is 
adapting for the new visual information perception model, but the human evaluation process isn't as fast as 
technology progress. The visual system needs help. There are no possibilities to stop the development of 
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devices, and it would not be useful or wise, but there is a need to try to help achieve a more comfortable and 
healthier screen reading. 
There is a need for user-centric and adaptive educational e-materials. Users intuitive ask for the more 
individual approach for screen work what is related to objective findings. Formatting to e-materials should be 
applied for natural and comfortable perception and in cooperation with visual processes. In addition, they 
should be helping the learning process and facilitating memorisation. 
 
2. The concept of application 
The concept for application prototype has been made based on previously developed recommendations for e-
material format-ting what is based on user preference research and oriented on users' individual factors and 
need. 
The application idea involves such components as an idea of the tool by itself - what it must do and how to do 
that, information must contain in the database -, and vision of tool design. It must give a clear understanding 
of the application to the programmer what must be done. 
The app must work not only for app creator but also for both e-material creators and e-material users. In 
addition, the app should provide feedback information for researchers. 
2.1. The short concept of application 
The main idea of the concept is simply represented by a sequence diagram in Fig.1.  
It represents three mine edges of the app: user, interface and database. It includes collaboration processes 
between edges and the mine idea of the app – text formatting of documents based on user groups. 
 
Figure 1. Sequence Diagram for short and simple application concept. [14] 
2.2. The concept structures 
The developed concept consists of: 
1. Analyses, research and application development pre-work. 
2. The aim of the application. 
3. Short description of application idea in several steps:  
a. Target groups, 
b. Get information about the users or the target group, 
c. Analyse of the information, 
d. Provide advice for formatting, 
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e. E-material formatting option, 
f. Feedback. 
4. What the application should do: 
a. Get basic user information,  
b. Get additional users’ information,  
c. Get basic information about the target group,  
d. Made user and/or target group information analyses,  
e. Provide possible advice for formatting, based on analyses, 
f. Made e-material formatting by advice, 
g. Possibility to cancel or make changes in advised formatting, 
h. Additional formatting tools, if a user wants to do it manually or in addition,  
5. How the application should work: 
a. Fast and qualitatively. 
b. Get information and make analyse. 
c. Suggest formatting advice. 
d. Make the formatting for e-materials and text. 
e. The app should be easy to use from the regular users’ side. 
f. Need to be possible format popular document formats - word, pdf, excel, etc.  
6. Database:  
a. Users profiles, 
b. Users answers, 
c. Analysing scheme, 
d. Suggested advices for e-material formatting, 
e. User choice, 
f. Data about users’ comfort responses after use of suggested formatting. 
7. Interface, design, architecture 
a. The app visually must look simple but professional at the same time, and text must be easy to 
percept,  
b. Must have an individual user profile and login, 
c. User information,  
d. During the analysis, there should be a statement that analysis is being made, 
e. A suggestion window with a visual example of the proposed formatting format, 
f. The user can cancel and not use advised format and use original without changes, 
g. Possibility to save advised format, 
h. Button for additional formatting, 
i. Assessment of subjective feelings. 
8. Description of the case: 
a. Opening the app, 
b. Registration, 
c. Authorization, 
d. The questionnaire, 
e. Analyzation,  
f. Change approvement, 
g. E-material formatting, 
h. Document opening, 
i. Uploading, 
j. Create your own criteria, 
k. Make changes, 
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l. Save changes, 
m. Rate the formatting and give feedback, 
n. Save formatting for future use, 
o. Cancelation (full or partly). 
9. Researchers side: 
a. Access to database data, 
b. Possibility to change recommendations for e-material formatting 
2.3. More detailed concept description 
1. Analyses, research and application development pre-work  
a. Literature research and analyses – publication have been made [15] 
b. Statistical data analyses both worldwide and local – publication have been made [16; 17] 
c. Users need research and analyses – publication have been made [16; 18; 19] 
d. Users preferences research and analyses – publication have been made [16; 19; 20] 
e. Patient data research and analyses – publication have been made [17] 
f. Related programs, applications, and tools analyses – master thesis [14] and some student course 
work 
g. Development of recommendations for e-material formatting – recommendations developed, and 
publication have been made [15 - 20] 
h. The scheme of answers analyses – in progress. 
For more detailed and more accurate data and recommendations, researches are still in progress and 
recommendations are updated regularly.   
2. The aim of the application is to make e-material textual information formatting in the e-study environment 
(for the prototype designed for MOODLE type environment with a possibility to adapt) according to the 
recommendations which are developed to improve the comfort of using e-material in learning and study 
process and decrease near work load by adapting on individual needs. 
3.Short description of application idea and development and working stages in several main steps 
a. Target groups - for whom app is intended to work and who will use it use (at least 3 main age 
groups for basic formatting advice) 
b. Get information about users and/or target group in the registration form and the short questionnaire 
c. Analyse of registered user information (following previously prepared scheme according to users’ 
answers: give advice according to each answer and related step in the scheme) 
d. Provide advice for formatting (after all step-by-step analysing have been done) 
e. E-material formatting option (application provides e-material formatting by provided advice based 
on recommendations) 
f. Feedback (the user can rate the satisfaction of advised text format and/or leave a comment about 
it.). 
4. What normally working application should do 
a. Get basic user information like age, gender, work or education scope, vision problems or refraction 
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correction – for all users who want to use the app for text document formatting  
b. If the user wants more individual advice, get additional users’ information - about reading and 
learning difficulties and complains, vision problems or eye diseases, specific working conditions, 
working distance, working screen size, and other related information, other health conditions or 
diagnoses, etc. 
c. Get basic information about target group – for e-material creators, can be changeable for each 
material, can save template forms 
d. Made the user and/or the target group information analyses (followed by the scheme: question – 
answer – related to target group – related to recommendation points in the scheme - advice) 
e. Provide possible advice for formatting, based on analyses (the user can choose to use them or not) 
f. Create a document with new e-material formatting by advice. It is related to the following 
parameters: font type, font size, line spacing, text and background colour (other formatting 
parameters can be added also). 
g. Have the possibility to cancel or make changes in advised formatting parameters 
h. Additional formatting tools, if the user wants to do it manually or in addition (zoom – mostly for 
non-formatted parts of the document as graphs and images, must provide a high quality of 
magnification; colour masks – for text and background contrast increasing in special conditions; or 
other needed tools). 
5. The application should work fast and qualitatively without program bugs and errors in all stages – in 
information collecting, analysation process, saving, responding, e-material formatting and document creating. 
It must follow all steps correctly and accurately. The application must be easy to use from the regular users’ 
side without additional training. There is a need to be possible to recognise and format popular document 
formats as word, pdf, excel, etc. The application would be very valuable in case if could be a possibility to 
format graphs, tables, and images. 
6. Data base must save all needing information about the users – personal information, given answers; 
analysing scheme and adaptation; suggested advice for e-material formatting after analyse and what users 
prefer (ask the question about a need to use the choice that was used in the previous connection session) or 
what changes made manually; feedbacks as data about users’ comfort responses after use of suggested 
formatting - survey-generated questions after experience of using new text formatting– short and easy 
answered, not taking too much users time. 
7. Interface, design, architecture must contain as much specific information as possible. 
a. The app interface must look simple but professional at the same time, and easy to percept, 
it must be designed by related e-material formatting. 
b. Must have an individual user profile and login 
c. User information - survey-generated questions – short and easy answered, not taking too much 
users time, provided in two options: The first, regular questioner for all the users, very short 
for basic information. The second, optional questioner for whom want more individualized advice. 
d. During the analysis, there should be a statement that analysis is being made (can be some moving 
image with text, showing how time analysis will take) 
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e. A suggestion window with a visual example of the proposed formatting format, as text will look 
like, if new formatting applied, must appear on one side of the page. Next it, on the other side, should 
be shown non-formatted sample of text from the original document. 
f. The user can cancel and not use advised format and use original document format without any 
changes. 
g. Possibility to save advised format with or without manual changes. 
h. Button for additional formatting. 
i. At the end of the work - assessment of subjective feelings (to be written and executed shortly). 
For easier perception of idea and construction of application should add schematic drawings and visual images 
in the concept. 
8. Description of the case to each step of application functions has described by using the sample what is 
shown in table 1. 
 
Table 1. Sample for Description of the case step one – registration 
 
1. Name Registration 
2. Action 
performer: 
User: student, professor, lecturer, etc. 
3. Purpose: To be able to use a formatting app, the user at the 
first needs to create a personal profile, including 
some personal information (what make a difference 
for formatting advice) 
4. Conditions: User must have internet access, email address 
and/or account in MOODLE 
5. Short description: 
 When you enter web page http: // ... press the "Register" button and 
enter the data: a name, surname, e-mail address, create a password. 
Specify specific data about yourself: gender, age, need or not glasses 
for computer work, etc. 
6. Related use 
cases: 
Renew registration or user’s information 
7. Typical sequence of events: 
 Action of performer System reaction 
 1. Open the web page http: // .... 
3. Click “Register” 
5. Type in "Name", "Surname", 
"E-mail Address", "Password", 
"Repeat Password", "Gender", 
"Age", or "Yes", "No" and so 
on. 
7. Click “Register” 
9a. nothing as response on 8a 
9b. repeat step 7.-8. as response 
on 8b 
2. The page opens 
4. Open the registration form 
6. The user fills in the data 
8a. System shows "User 
registration successful" 
8b. System displays "Registration 
failed, check input data" 
10. registration done 
8. Post-conditions: 
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 The home page opens and the system switches to standby mode 
 
9. Researchers side gives access to all data in the application database. Access to such database data as: 
a. Getting feedback information from users’ satisfaction of used text formatting 
b. Getting information about most used formatting 
c. Getting information about most usable formatting 
d. Getting information about users (relevant to research). 
Possibility to adapt recommendations for e-material formatting advice after app user testing and feedback and 
information research – application “learning” process. 
 
3. Conclusion 
The concept includes all application sides – ideas, information, involved persons as developers and users, 
technical solutions and visual design. For easily understandable idea and final application prototype, the 
concept must be as much detailed and specific as possible. The full concept gives all necessary information 
for developers and an insight into the final product -application. It describes how application would work step-
by-step to reach the main goal – e-material formatting. The concept is an important part of application 
designing and programming. 
As a reasonable next step, research on the possible technical solution for making application prototype has 
been done in addition by technical side based on developed application concept.  
A future step is to develop an application prototype by starting coding. The prototype of the application is in 
need to create to test and analyses users and user needs, offer the best possible e-material formatting and 
brings it to life. It is the next part of the research. 
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